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About This Game

The year is 1967. The Cuban Missile Crisis that led to World War III continues. Use of nuclear weapons resulted in global
cooling which changed history and aggravated the struggle for survival. Inspired by the takeover of Europe and Africa the

Soviet government decides to start an uprecedented military operation called Ice Crusade. Soviet expeditionary forces march
over the Arctic and attack unguarded Amerian cities and towns. Deserted areas of Mexico and icy American megapolises

become the new battle-grounds.

Features

Cuban Missile Crisis: Ice Crusade is the follow-up (stand-alone) to the RTS Cuban Missile Crisis which shows a new
span of the military confrontation in alternative history.

Turn-based tactical mode and a real-time strategy in one game.

New battle-grounds: southern part of the USA and northern Mexico.

2 new campaings – USSR and USA. 10 scenrios and over 25 strategic missions.

22 new military units including T-60, Hunter, Chieftain, Grand MLRD, Akatsia self-propelled gun.

2 new super units – Convair-49 and Tyulpan 240mm self-propelled mortar.
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Unlimited sprint
All the weapons from the start
No health kids, no crouch, no shadows
This is how we played back in the 90's, kids. Never in my life have I once thought to myself that I needed a game so badly until
I saw it. Would pay for future DLC tbh.. I've only just started to play with this game but can already see it will be addicting!!.
dont buy it. Sigh. What was meant to be the saviour for Tennis games has turned out to be a bit of a mess. Released for consoles
in clearly an unpatched, buggy state this has transferred into the PC version which is surprising considering this has been in the
oven for an additional 3 weeks.

I've seen the controversy over the game is only 25% finished interview. You know that at the end of the day, the developers and
the publishers are a business and ultimately what they are judged on first and foremost is to deliver profit and generate revenue.
Delivering a quality game is always going to be 2nd to generating money though they should always go hand in hand. You
develop a quality game, expect the rewards.

So controversy aside, the game itself. I've not experienced a majority of the problems people have experienced. I'm running at
60fps at Ultra settings on 1440p with a gamepad and with language set correctly.

Lets get to the game itself. It is smoother than AO Tennis but that doesn't really require much challenge. However, what is
immediately apparent is the lack of control that you have over your character. The control scheme works in theory. In practice
it's like moving an sluggish elephant around on an icerink. The sprint button causes the player to wrong foot himself even in a
direction opposite to the shot you want to play. There also seems to be some consistent bugs around footwork, with teleportation
still present and magically getting to a shot in a predetermined fashion.

Shotmaking is up and down and spontaneous. Again the shot you expect to play by lining up (when possible because it's janky as
anything a majority of the time) is then taken out of your hands regardless of where you aim and the type of shot you want to
play. Additionally the inside out button might as well not exist as your player will decide when it wants to play an inside out shot
and not yourself. Serving is also a complete lottery regardless of what the tutorial says.

In terms of game modes, it's bare. Really bare. Career mode lacks any sort of depth as you go through each month being able to
play either a tournament or do some training which is actually passive or play an exhibition match. Outside of career, there's
exhibition and that's it. Advertising the game has online already when it doesn't is a no go and is false advertising.

In terms of the presentation, it's passable. Yeah the port runs at 60fps and it's pleasant to look at. Character models look decent
(even if the character creator has no substance) and the courts generally look ok. It's very clean. The sound is non existent.
Again there's no crowd sounds and that's probably because of the version used in the PC version hasn't been updated to include
them. McEnroe gets old way too quickly as well and the racket to ball sounds are generally monotone and poor.

I cannot recommend this game as it stands and it actually hurts to say that because I really really wanted to back these
developers and this game. But the developer has prioritized the wrong things for a tennis game. The fundamentals are lacking,
there's a good game in here in respect to how the game of tennis is represented and the variety. It feels/looks better than AO
Tennis. But when the implemented control scheme does not allow you to accurately control your player and with the amount of
bugs and kinks still present, it just kills the experience entirely.. Fantasic !!!
We NEED more LGBTQA+ characters. We need MORE LGBTQA+representation, because it's not just straight people who
play games. The LGBTQA+plays, therefore should feel like they can play without being pushed asside.
Feel they too are accepted.

Aim to help LGBT+ people find their place in the world so that they can feel part of a community of like-minded people, and
understand that they\u2019re a valued, beautiful and incredibly important.

It's important. It's so important.
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It's imporant that a kid can play and not feel pressured to pick a character that doesn't associate with their sexuality and gender.
You want to play somebody who reflects who you are, if you understand where i'm getting at ? Making it relevant to individuals
and communities of diversity in sexuality and gender identity based cultures.
We want girls kissing girls, we want boys kissing boys, we want bisexuality in boys and girls, we want transgender FTM\/MTF,
we want non binary folks, and ect+

Although video games are incredibly forward, at times they can be very backwards in terms of being LGBT+ friendly.

MORE LGBTQA+ REPRESENTATION !!!!
MORE PEOPLE OF COLOR AND RACE !!!!

ERASE HETROSEXUALITY AS NORMAL.
EARASE BEING CIS AS NORMAL.

PREACH THIS !!!!
EQUALITY FOR ALL.

I LOVED THIS !!!. Is it me or ar the controls on this thing buggy :(. I like. Climb Friends.. Completely ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t, Candy
Crush like, Story ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t, slow...
You will end up wondering why you've spent this time playing it
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good music by the same people that did The Yawhg soundtrack. its boring and the selection screens are so complicated and hard
to navigate, gr8 job devs. Just started, but this game is already taking me back to my childhood, I was born in 1993, and grew up
with games like this. This is the real deal!. La Peri is a wonderful experience, beautiful in every way. It works great with the
Windows Mixed Reality hardware and allows you to fully enjoy the room scale feature. I am so happy I picked this one up.. the
game seems decent however, i am having a hard time playing it...
i have a fairly huge setup (i have 6x 23 inch monitors) and it always goes to my top left monitor
to play the game, i have to disable all except the one in center which is for some odd reason, is my primary monitor
all my other games are going to the center monitor except this one

wish they could fix it like some other games that allow you to pick the monitor you want to play with

except that, looks OK. I love this game and have sunk many hour into it exploring the different paths you can take and the
different interactions which can change the game greatly. You feel very immersed with your character and partner if you decide
to have one, the writing is great as well. I love the werewolf aspects of this game, you really feel like you have a purpose as one.
The only complaint that I would have is that the military almost sounds a bit unprofessional, being their tactics normally is them
beating werewolves or getting dangerously close and them firing what sounds like M72 laws at armored assault vehicles, which
is an awful idea if you are in firing range of one. Other than that this game is solid and been recently reccomending it to
friends.. This game is ♥♥♥♥ing awesome !!!. This game is complete and udder♥♥♥♥♥♥the movements are buggy you cant
get around the zombies and the camera view sucks i wouldnt play this game again if they paid me 1k to play it there is no effort
in the creation of this game and i would rather get a cup of coffee with the money i spent on this♥♥♥♥♥♥and i spent 60 cents
on this game because i got a coupon for it if i met the creator i would punch him in his left nut(and im a pacifist) this is garbage
and i wouldnt wish this game upon my worst enemies. Took a moment to understand how to actually play but I like it! It's this
weird mix of like, pool with RPG and Roguelike elements. You shoot your little hero around and fight stuff and bosses and
yadda yadda. Enjoyed!. This game has a lot of similarities to Endless Sky, but it focuses on upgrading your own ship, instead of
winning by sheer force, through buying a massive fleet. The developer is active with the commmunity, and this game is reguraly
receiving updates!
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